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CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER APPLICATIONS:

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

60/841 ,926 entitled "SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR COMPOSITE MYOCARDIAL

ELASTOGRAPHY", filed on August 30, 2006, the disclosure of which is hereby

incorporated herein by this reference.

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT INFORMATION:

This invention was made with United States government support under

Grant/Contract No. R01 EB006042-01 awarded by the National Institutes of Health.

The United States government has certain rights in the invention.

TECHNICAL FIELD:

The present invention relates to medical imaging, and in particular to increasing the

frame rate of ultrasound imaging by dividing the field of view into sectors, obtaining a

series of ultrasound images for each sector, synchronizing the images and

combining them to form a composite high-frame rate image.

BACKGROUND:

Ultrasound imaging can be a useful tool in cardiology, such as, for example, in the

diagnosis of myocardial infarctions. Ultrasound imaging of the heart, known as

echocardiography, can be used, for example, to derive strains, which are related to

the contractility of the heart muscle. However, current methods of real-time raw data

acquisition of a full view of the heart limit the data acquisition rate to 50 frames per

second (fps). It is noted that a "full view" is actually the default size of an image



plane in a given system, which can be defined by a spanned angle (i.e., arc length

according to the center of an imaging probe) and a chosen depth (beam direction).

Tracking rapid motion of the heart in a short period or depicting the high-speed

electro-mechanical wave propagating in the heart at frame rates of 50 fps is difficult.

Moreover, because strains involve motion of the heart muscle, a frame rate

(effectively a sampling rate of the displacement function over time) is required to be

high enough such that interframe motion is relatively small to be accurately

estimated. Using conventional frame rates, strain image results tend to be both

noisy and unreliable This is because the lower the frame rate, the less correlated

any two consecutive frames are, which makes radio-frequency (RF)-cross-correlation

based motion estimation techniques less accurate. One quantitative measure of the

noise on strain images is the elastographic signal-to-noise ratio, or SNRe.

With the high frame-rate composite imaging, precise and detailed motion/strain

estimates in full view can be obtained and further used to differentiate abnormal from

the normal myocardium and even detect the onset and extent of the diseased

muscle. From theoretical and in vivo examples, the difference between strain in a

normal and an abnormal myocardium can be large in the case of acute infarction but

also subtle in the case of chronic infarction, infarction scars or small infarcted

regions. Visualization in the latter case is more challenging and an imaging modality

that estimates the strain at high precision and thus SNRe is warranted. RF-based

tracking can provide such precision to estimate subtle motion changes in the

pathological myocardium. Most importantly, the ischemic region will undergo

abnormal, i.e., smaller or reverse, motion due to its reduced contractility. Estimation

of the resulting smaller motion and/or strain (compared to the normal case) also



requires higher precision of the method used. Again, RF-based tracking (as opposed

to the faster and more commonly used B-mode tracking) will yield the highest

precision estimate and thus highest quality images. Due to the higher sensitivity of

RF-based tracking, i.e., the higher decorrelation rate, RF tracking is best used at the

highest frame rates, where consecutively acquired RF echoes are best matched

because they are recorded at small incremental time intervals.

In a similar way, the same invention can be applied for visualization of all transient

motion effects in tissues or vessels, such as the pulse wave traveling in the arterial

tree at each heartbeat, respiratory motion, or the pulsation of internal vessels in

organs, such as the liver, pancreas, kidney, thyroid or prostate.

What is thus needed in the art are systems and methods that can increase the

ultrasound frame rate so as to be sufficiently high to capture cardiac motion and

provide meaningful strain image results.

SUMMARY:

Systems and methods for composite elastography and wave imaging are presented.

In exemplary embodiments of the present invention an imaging modality field of

view, such as, for example, that of ultrasound, can be divided into N sectors, each

having 1/Nth of a full field of view. In exemplary embodiments of the present

invention a temporal series of 2D ultrasound images for each of the N sectors can be

acquired over a duration of one or more periods of a periodic signal. Substantially

simultaneously, such a periodic signal can also be acquired, wherein each of said

series of 2D ultrasound images for each sector can be triggered or gated using said

periodic signal. For example, for ultrasound imaging of the heart, an ECG signal can



function as such a periodic signal. The data from the various N sectors can be

synchronized in time using the ECG signals, and the ultrasound signals from each of

the N sectors combined to generate a series of composite ultrasound images at the

frame rate of the individual sectors. In exemplary embodiments of the present

invention such a composite image can be further processed to estimate

displacements between consecutive frames, remove noise, accumulate

displacements with time for an entire cardiac cycle, and derive strain in the cardiac

muscle. In exemplary embodiments of the present invention the derived strain data

can be overlaid onto all or part of the composite ultrasound images, and one or more

of such overlaid images can be displayed to a user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:

Fig. 1 illustrates exemplary sector data acquisition according to an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 illustrates exemplary ECG-gated sector data acquisition according to an

exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 depicts an exemplary overall process flow according to an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 4-14 depict the intermediary outputs of various sub-processes of the exemplary

process flow of Fig. 3 according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

Figs. 12A(a)-(d) and 13A(a)-(d) depict the underlying image and the overlay

separately, in grayscale, and correspond to Figs. 12(a)-(d) and 13(a)-(d),

respectively;



Fig. 15 depicts an exemplary B-mode image obtained according to an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 16(a)-(n) depict incremental axial displacements during systole at 50 frames

per second according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 16A(a1),(a2)-(n1),(n2) are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 16(a)-(n)

which show the displacement separately from the B-mode image;

Figs. 17(a)-(k) depict incremental axial displacements during diastole at 50 frames

per second according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 17A(a1), (a2)-(k1),(k2) are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 17(a)-(k)

which show the displacement separately from the B-mode image;

Figs. 18(a)-(n) depict incremental strain images during systole at 50 frames per

second according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 18A(a1),(a2)-(n1),(n2) are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 18(a)-(n)

which show the strain separately from the B-mode image;

Figs. 19(a)-(k) depict incremental strain images during diastole at 50 frames per

second according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 19A(a1),(a2)-(k1),(k2) are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 19(a)-(k)

which show the strain separately from the B-mode image;

Figs. 20(a)-(n) depict incremental axial displacement during systole at 136 frames

per second according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 20A(a1),(a2)-(n1),(n2) are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 20(a)-(n)

which show the displacement separately from the B-mode image;



Figs. 21(a)-(k) depict incremental axial displacement during diastole at 136 frames

per second according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 21A(a1),(a2)-(k1),(k2) are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 21(a)-(k)

which show the displacement separately from the B-mode image;

Figs. 22(a)-(n) depict incremental axial strain images during systole at 136 frames

per second according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 22A(a1),(a2)-(n1),(n2) are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 22(a)-(n)

which show the strain separately from the B-mode image;

Figs. 23(a)-(n) depict incremental axial strain images during diastole at 136 frames

per second according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 23A(a1),(a2)-(n1),(n2) are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 23(a)-(n)

which show the strain separately from the B-mode image;

Fig. 24 depicts exemplary process flow charts for an exemplary implementation of

the present invention on a programmable ultrasound machine;

Fig. 25 illustrates an exemplary multi-sector combination technique for high frame

rate full view ultrasound according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

Fig. 26 illustrates irregular ECG interpolation according to an exemplary embodiment

of the present invention;

Figs. 27 depict a comparison of image quality before and after overlap processing

according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;



Figs. 28 depict a comparison of 7 sector B-mode composite images of an exemplary

heart's long axis view according to an exemplary embodiment of the present

invention with 100% B-mode images without comparison;

Figs. 29(a)-(l) depict propagation of an exemplary EM wave propagating from lateral,

anterior to septal walls during late diastole captured using imaging techniques

according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

Figs. 29A(a1),(a2)-(l1),(l2) are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 29(a)-(l)

which show the displacement separately from the B-mode image;

Figs. 30(a)-(l) depict propagation of an exemplary EM wave propagating from

posterior to lateral wall during diastole captured using imaging techniques according

to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; and

Figs. 30A(a1),(a2)-(l1),(l2) are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 30(a)-(l)

which show the displacement separately from the B-mode image; and

It is noted that certain figures are described as being in color. For the PCT

counterpart to this application these images are provided for completeness, but are

shown in grayscale to comply with PCT rules and regulations. The color scales

which appear on the right of images thus refer to the color overlays onto B-mode

images. All color overlays are provided separately in the grayscale images as well.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present invention involves increasing the effective frame rate of an imaging

modality by utilizing a periodic signal to synchronize various stored smaller portions

of full scan frames and combine them in a temporally correct manner. In exemplary

embodiments of the present invention the imaging modality can be, for example,



ultrasound, the periodic signal can be, for example, an electrocardiogram, and the

imaged anatomical area can be, for example, the heart, such imaging results being

used, in particular, to analyze cardiac muscle strain.

In exemplary embodiments of the present invention, a technique known as

Composite Myocardial Elastography (CME) can be performed to increase the frame

rate of conventional cardiac ultrasound imaging. This technique utilizes ECG-gating

to acquire several narrow views (sectors) at high frame rates (e.g., 136 fps) over

several cardiac cycles. In exemplary embodiments of the present invention an ECG-

gated elastocardiographic method can include, for example, combining

displacements and strains obtained at smaller fields-of-view and aligning them based

on a simultaneously acquired ECG signal and spatial information into a final

composite image. Such a composite image can thus have a full field of view, a

significantly higher frame rate, and a significantly higher SNRe. The higher the frame

rate, the better correlated the consecutive frames are and therefore, the higher the

correlation coefficient used in estimating the displacement. This translates to a

higher quality displacements and higher SNR of the elastograms, i.e., higher SNRe.

The SNRe is directly proportional to the correlation coefficient p according to the

Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) is

where p = pxpypz is the correlation coefficient (equal to the product of the

correlation coefficients associated with motion in each direction), SNR is the



sonographic signal-to-noise ratio, B is the bandwidth and f0 is the frequency

(Varghese and Ophir 1997). The frame rate FR is equal to c/(2(N7N)D), where c is

the speed of sound, N' is the number of RF signals, N is the number of sectors and

D is the depth. The speed of sound in soft tissues is equal to 1540 m/s and the depth

in human echocardiography is typically 10-12 cm. The highest obtainable frame rate

will be achieved when the smallest number of RF signals (or, largest number of

sectors) is used, i.e., N7N=1 . In that case, the frame rate would be equal to 6250

frames/s (or, 6.25 kHz). When N7N=128 (i.e., the conventional number of RF

signals used), the lowest frame rate will be achieved, i.e., 48.83 frames/s (or, 0.049

kHz). For N={6,12,20}, the corresponding frame rates are FR = { 1.04, .52, .26} kHz.

Thus, in exemplary embodiments of the present invention, a full field image can be

reconstructed by combining the data from such sectors, or narrow views, into a

combined image. The combined image will thus have the high frame rate of the

individual sectors from which it is composed.

Strain images produced at such a higher frame rate are less-affected by noise

relative to lower frame rates. This is because a higher cross-correlation coefficient

can be obtained at higher frame rates. Systems and methods according to

exemplary embodiments of the present invention can be utilized in various analytic,

diagnostic and therapeutic applications. One exemplary application is, for example,

detecting and quantifying the extent of ischemia and infarction in the myocardium at

and beyond its onset due to the associated significantly alerted stiffness of the

muscle.



As noted above, conventional real-time raw data acquisition of a full view of the heart

limits the data acquisition rate to approximately 50 frames per second (fps). At this

frame rate, tracking of rapid motion of the heart in a short period is difficult. In

general, transmural (or, across the myocardial wall) infarcts can be minute (the wall

maximal thickness is 1 cm and still cause problematic cardiac function that may not

be evident through the use of ECG or enzymic activity (i.e., blood tests). High

resolution and high sensitivity imaging will allow early detection and potentially serve

as a screening technique. Additionally, strain image results produced at this rate are

noisy and not reliable. Elastography involves motion imaging. Like photography, if

the shutter speed is too low, the resulting picture of a moving subject will be blurry.

However, if the shutter speed is high enough, the picture of a moving subject will be

clear. The same principle applies in elastography that attempts to obtain motion

estimates and images of the heart during contraction of the latter. Exemplary

embodiments of the present invention can be used to solve such problems of

conventional ultrasound systems. Next described are exemplary embodiments

according to the present invention with reference to the figures.

In exemplary embodiments of the present invention, instead of having an ultrasound

probe fire all of its transducer elements sequentially to complete one frame, then

return to the first transducer element and repeat the process to produce a second

frame, the series of sensors can be divided into a number, N, of sectors. For each of

the N sectors, a number, M, of frames per second can be obtained by firing only the

ultrasound emitters/detectors associated with that particular sector. Thus, for each

sector, M frames of imaging data can be obtained per second. By imaging each of

the N sectors sequentially, and synchronically combining the data associated with



each of the N sectors together into a full field of view composite image, the

equivalent of M frames per second of a full view image can be obtained, at a tradeoff

of the data from the various sectors not being acquired simultaneously. For

example, where each sector data acquisition takes one cardiac cycle, data from Q

cardiac cycles can be combined to form a composite image. This process results in

a significantly higher data rate, equal to M frames per second as opposed to M/N

frames per second for conventional full view ultrasound imaging. This increased

frame rate is due to the fact that only a subset of the available transducers on the

ultrasound probe need to fire for each frame. The tradeoff is that each acquired

frame is considerably narrower than a full view, and these narrow frames must be

somehow synchronically combined into a set of full view frames.

Thus, the key to combining various narrow view images respectively corresponding

to each of the N sectors into a combined full view is the ability to synchronize the

various sectors in time and in space. In exemplary embodiments of the present

invention such synchronization can be accomplished, for example, by gating data

sector acquisition using a periodic signal, such as, for example, an

electrocardiogram signal (ECG), which can also be stored and later used to

temporally synchronize the various data sectors. Thus, assuming that the ECG

signal is sufficiently auto-correlated across cardiac cycles, such composite images

are equivalent to a full field of view image at the higher frame rate of the narrow

sectors.

Sector data acquisition is illustrated in Fig. 1. In sector data acquisition each raw

data sector can contain, for example, a series of 2D images over a defined period of



time, such as, for example one or more cardiac cycles. As noted, each sector

contains 1/N of the area of a full field of view.

Fig. 2 illustrates ECG-gated data acquisition. In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 2

the ultrasound sensors have been divided into six (6) different sectors. These

constitute raw data sectors 210. Each sector can be synchronized relative to the

beginning of a simultaneously acquired ECG signal 220, by, for example, identifying

the QRS peak using known techniques. The ECG signal can then be used to

synchronize the various data sectors in time, such as, for example, by having each

sector begin at a defined time interval at or after the QRS peak.

Thus, for example, using an ultrasound probe that has 128 emitter/detector

elements, sector 1 can be assigned to elements 1-21, sector 2 can assigned to

elements 22-42, sector 3 can be assigned to elements 43-63, sector 4 can be

assigned to elements 64-84, sector 5 can be assigned to elements 85-105 and

sector six can be assigned to elements 106-126. For each sector, a series of

images (frames) can be taken over one or more cardiac cycles, for example, and the

data from each sector can be combined to make a set of full view ultrasound images

over the same time duration.

Moreover, because while the ECG signal is highly auto-correlated in time but still

may have variations from one cycle to the next, sector data from a number of

different cardiac cycles can, for example, be obtained, and the best matches for

each sector can be combined into a composite series of ultrasound images

representing one best-fit "composite" cardiac cycle. This can be done, for example,

by picking one cardiac cycle's worth of data for each sector from the multiple cardiac



cycle data acquired for each sector. For example, the best matching segments of

ECG based on length and shape can be used in such a calculation. As noted above,

this is possible because the images for each sector can be acquired over a time

span of multiple (for example, three) cardiac cycles. This "mix and match" sector

combination can be done, for example, using the exemplary "matchbestECG.m"

program provided below.

Fig. 3 depicts an overall process flow according to an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. Beginning at the top of Fig. 3 there can be seen sectors 1 through

N (in the depicted example N=6), where for each sector raw data 305 and

simultaneously acquired ECG data 310 can be collected. Using some matching

criteria, such as, for example, the correlation coefficient obtained from matching, for

example, the R-wave peaks of the ECG signal, as described above, at 320 the best

one ECG cycle worth of data for each sector can be chosen and, at 330 the sector

raw data from the various sectors can be combined using spatial (angle, depth) and

temporal (ECG signal) parameters. Moreover, the sectors can have an overlap of,

for example, 10-20% for registration purposes. The starting depth (i.e., beam

direction), starting angle and angular increment {i.e., azimuthal direction) of each

sector are recorded and used to combine multiple sectors. For example, the first

sector can span from 0-1 1 degrees, the second 9-21, the third 19- 31, etc. The

spatial registration can thus be performed using the angle and depth information and

temporal registration can be obtained using the ECG signal. After combination at

330, the result is a series of composite images 325 such as is shown, for example, in

Fig. 15. The B-Mode image of Fig. 15 is a standard full view ultrasound image, and



the series obtained in this manner has a higher temporal sampling rate than

otherwise possible with full field of view imaging.

The remaining processes depicted in Fig. 3 relate to displacement identification and

strain derivation therefrom. Thus, at 340, the displacements can be estimated, for

example, between consecutive time frames. Here, displacements are estimated for

the entire composite FOV. At 350, for example, a noise removal algorithm can be

implemented, such as, for example, the CLEAN_NOISE pseudocode provided in the

exemplary code provided below. Noise removal utilizes the information of correlation

coefficients. Only the estimates with high correlation coefficients above 0.7 are

deemed reliable. Those with lower correlation coefficients will be replaced by the

average of the surrounding estimated values. At 360, for example, the displacement

can be accumulated with time so as to track motion for an entire cardiac cycle, for

example.

Continuing with reference to Fig. 3, at 365 strains in the cardiac muscle can, for

example, be derived from the accumulated displacements generated at 360. Strains

can be defined in terms of the gradient of the displacements. The cumulative 20

displacement 360 can thus, for example, be written as = ux x + uy ey , where ux and

uy are lateral and axial displacements, respectively, and ex and ey are unit

coordinate base vectors in lateral and axial directions, respectively. The cumulative

2D displacement gradient tensor, Vu , can be defined as:

dux dux

dx dy
- du du (3),

dx dy



and the strain tensor, E, can be defined as

E = -(Vu + (Vu)r +(Vu) Vu), (4),

where (Vu) r is the transpose of Vu . The lateral and axial strains are the diagonal

components of E, i.e., E andE , respectively.

Given such derived strain, at 370, for example, the derived strain can be overlaid

onto B-Mode image 325 generated at 330. Finally, this overlay can be displayed on

the screen, as shown in Figs. 18-19 and 22-23, and process flow ends.

Although in the above process flow description reference has only been made to a

few of the exemplary Matlab™ programs provided below, those skilled in the art will

understand how each of those exemplary programs can be used to implement the

various processes illustrated in Fig. 3. The following table correlates the various

exemplary processes of Fig. 3 with either exemplary Matlab™ programs provided in

the exemplary source code below, along with the inputs and outputs to such

programs, or with pseudocode (for steps 340, 350,360 and 365), as provided

immediately after the table. For the exemplary Matlab code the following variables

are used:

M= number of sectors;
N= length of ECG signals for three cardiac cycles;
N1=length of ECG signals for the cardiac cycle with maximum length;
Nf= number of total frames in the beginning; and
nFrames= number of frames per sector per cardiac cycle.









Pseudocode referred to in above Table for 340, 350, 360 and 365 of Fig. 3:

340

Read raw data
Initialize window_size, overlap, interp_factor
Set sample_count to ( 1-overlap)*window_size

FOR 1 : shift : total_sample_points

FOR lateral_beam_count
2D interpolation of RF signals
Calculate cross-correlation coefficient between signals
Find the maximal coefficient
Cosine interpolation around the maximal coefficient
Store the location with the interpolated maximal coefficient
Calculate lateral and axial displacements based the store location

ENDFOR

ENDFOR

Generate RF signals with the removal the axial displacement and recalculate the lateral
displacement

lateral_disp= lateral displacement after axial displacement correction
axial_disp= the initial estimated axial displacement
Return lateral_disp, axial disp, cross-correlation_coefficient

350
Function CLEAN_NOISE (displacement, cross_correlation_coefficients)

FOR each displacement
IF cross_correlation_coeff ϊ cient < threshold

The displacement value is updated with the average of the neighboring values
ENDIF
ENDFOR

360

function [cum_lateral_disp, cum_axial_disp]= CUM_DISP (lateral_disp, axial disp)

365

function strain_tensor_2D=CALC_STRAIN (lateral disp, axial_disp)

Gl 1= the gradient of lateral disp along the lateral direction
G12= the gradient of lateral_disp along the axial direction
G21= the gradient of axial_disp along the lateral direction



G22= the gradient of axial disp along the axial direction
G(I, I)=Gl 1; G(I, 2)=G12; G(2, 1)=G21; G(2, 2)=G22;
strain_tensor_2D =1/2* (G + transpose (G) + transpose (G)*G)
Return strain tesnsor 2D

Figs. 4-14 depict exemplary intermediate outputs of various exemplary sub-

processes of Fig. 3, generated using the exemplary Matlab™ source code provided

below. These intermediate results, and how the various modules in the exemplary

source code can be used to generate them, are next described with reference to

Figs. 4-14.

It is noted that although in connection with Fig. 3, the number of sectors N was, for

example, six, in the exemplary images of Figs. 4 and 5 only five sectors were used.

In general, the number of sectors depends on the individual sector size selected and

on the size of the left ventricle imaged.

Fig. 4 depicts five exemplary sector outputs. The sectors were used to image the

whole long axis view of the left ventricle. Each sector shows the raw data. Fig. 5

shows an exemplary 3 cardiac cycles (ECG signals) obtained while each sector was

being imaged. From this data, Fig. 6 shows the best match cardiac cycle (ECG

signal) from each sector. The best matched cardiac cycle can be determined

according to the highest cross-correlation coefficient obtained.

Fig. 7 shows the combined raw data of the long axis view of the left ventricle, Fig. 8

shows incremental lateral and axial displacements before noise removal, and Fig. 9

shows incremental lateral and axial displacements after noise removal.



Fig. 10 shows cumulative lateral and axial displacements from end-diastole (ED) to

end-systole (ES) in a long-axis view. Fig. 11 shows cumulative lateral and axial

strains from ED to ES in a long-axis view. Fig. 12 depicts exemplary cumulative (a)

lateral and (c) axial displacements from tagged MRI (tMRI) imaging between end-

diastole (ED) and end-systole (ES), respectively; and cumulative (b) lateral and (d)

axial displacements from 2D myocardial elastography (2DME) between ED and ES,

respectively. All the depicted short-axis images were acquired approximately at the

papillary muscle level and shown at end-systolic configuration. Similarly, Fig. 13

depicts cumulative (a) lateral and (c) axial systolic strains from tMRI between ED and

ES respectively, and cumulative (b) lateral and (d) axial systolic strains from 2DME

between ED and ES, respectively. All the short-axis images were acquired

approximately at the papillary muscle level and shown at end-systolic configuration.

Figures 12 and 13 show that the estimates from myocardial elastography and tMRI

are in good agreement.

It is noted that Figs. 12A(a)-(d) and 13A(a)-(d) depict the underlying image and the

overlay separately, in grayscale, and correspond to Figs. 12(a)-(d) and 13(a)-(d),

respectively.

Finally, Fig. 14 shows an exemplary B-mode long axis view of the left ventricle

before and after scan conversion.

As noted above, Fig. 15 is an exemplary B-Mode image such as, for example, that

generated at 325 in Fig. 3 from the combined sector data.



Exemplary B-Mode Images

1. Low frame rate displacement images for systole and diastole - Figs. 16-17

and 16A-17A

Figs. 16(a)-(n) and 17(a)-(k) illustrate exemplary displacement results obtained

during systole (contraction) and diastole (expansion), respectively, for a series of

time points, wherein displacement has been color coded in each image according to

the color coded bar key appearing at the right of each image. The time point within

the cardiac cycle at which each image has been acquired is indicated by the solid

ball below each image. Figs. 16 and 17 are conventional full view images acquired

in a conventional manner; they thus represent a frame rate of 50 frames per second.

The displacement is overlaid in color on the B-mode images. Figs. 16A and 17A are

grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 16 and 17, respectively. In the grayscale

images of Figs. 16A and 17A, the displacement has been separated from the B-

mode images for ease of viewing. Thus each image in Figs. 16 and 17 corresponds

to two images in Figs. 16A and 17A - one for the B-mode image, the other for the

displacement. For example, Fig. 16(a) corresponds to Figs. 16A(a1) and (a2); Fig.

16A(a1) presenting the B-mode image, and Fig. 16A(a2) the overlay. A similar

correspondence exists between Figs. 17-23 and Figs. 17A-23A, respectively,

described below.

2. Low frame rate strain images for systole and diastole - Figs. 18-19 and 18A-

19A

Similarly, Figs. 18(a)-(n) and 19(a)-(k) show a series of strain images obtained

during systole (contraction) and diastole (expansion), respectively, for a series of



time points, wherein the strain has been color coded in each image according to the

color coded bar key appearing at the right of each image. The time point within the

cardiac cycle at which each image has been acquired is indicated by the solid ball

below each image. Figs! 18 and 19 are conventional full view images acquired in a

conventional manner; they thus represent a frame rate of 50 frames per second.

The strain is overlaid in color on the B-mode images. Figs. 18A and 19A are

grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 18 and 19, respectively. In the grayscale

images of Figs. 18A and 19A, the displacement has been separated from the B-

mode images for ease of viewing. Thus each image in Figs. 18 and 19 corresponds

to two images in Figs. 18A and 19A —one for the B-mode image, the other for the

displacement.

3. High frame rate displacement images for systole and diastole - Figs. 20-21

and 20A-21A

Similarly, Figs. 20(a)-(n) and 2 1(a)-(k) show a series of composite displacement

images made by combining various sectors according to an exemplary embodiment

of the present invention, thus obtaining a high frame rate of, for example, 136 frames

per second. The time point within the cardiac cycle at which each image has been

acquired is indicated by the solid ball below each image. As above for the low frame

rate images, the displacement is overlaid in color on the B-mode images.

Similarly, Figs. 2OA and 2 1A are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 20 and 2 1,

respectively. In the grayscale images of Figs. 2OA and 2 1A, the displacement has

been separated from the B-mode images for ease of viewing. Thus each image in



Figs. 20 and 2 1 corresponds to two images in each of Figs. 2OA and 21A - one for

the B-mode image, the other for the displacement.

4. High frame rate strain images for systole and diastole - Figs. 22-23 and 22A-

23A

Similarly, Figs. 22(a)-(n) and 23(a)-(n) show a series of composite strain images

made by combining various sectors according to an exemplary embodiment of the

present invention, thus obtaining a high frame rate of, for example, 136 frames per

second. The time point within the cardiac cycle at which each image has been

acquired is indicated by the solid ball below each image. As above for the low frame

rate images, the strain is overlaid in color on the B-mode images.

Similarly, Figs. 22A and 23A are grayscale images corresponding to Figs. 22 and 23,

respectively. In the grayscale images of Figs. 22A and 23A, the strain has been

separated from the B-mode images for ease of viewing. Thus each image in Figs.

22 and 23 corresponds to two images in Figs. 22A and 23A - one for the B-mode

image, the other for the strain.

Exemplary Source Code and Exemplary Systems - Conventional Ultrasound

Machines

As referenced above, the following is a set of exemplary source code files

implementing an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The exemplary



code is written in Matlab™ , and implements various sub-processes depicted in Fig.

3, and was used to generate the exemplary images depicted in Figs. 4-14, as

described above. The code was implemented on a conventional ultrasound

machine, and can be implemented or adapted to process signals obtained from most

standard ultrasound machines using known techniques.

List of filenames:

analyzeNrf.m
cutECG.m
findSectorOverlap.m
matchbestECG.m

data2rgb.m
initOverlay.mn
overlayData.m
overlayimage.m
tiss2rgb.m

makeCardiacMovie.m
getPolTransformMap.m
appPolTransform.m

getmyparams.m

Exemplary Matlab™ Code

analyzeNrf.m
cutECG.m
findSectorOverlap.m
matchbestECG.m

data2rgb.m
initOverlay.mn
overlayData.m
overlayimage.m
tiss2rgb.m

makeCardiacMovie.m
getPolTransformMap.m
appPolTransform.m

getmyparams.m



analyzeNrf.m

function [M] = analyzeNrfQ
%ANALYZENRF
% M = analyzeNrfO
%
% This is the code to reconstruct several overlapping small sector RF
% acquisitions.
%
FRS = 20e6; %1Q to RF resampling frequency

%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/ o0/o% 0/ o0/o%% 0/o%%% 0/o% 0/o% 0/ o
% Read in Files containing overlapping RF
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/ o0/o%%% 0/o%%% 0/o% 0/ o0/o%%% 0/ o
dir_old = pwd;
%dir_new = 'C:\Program Files\MATLAB\R2006a\workV;
dir_new = 'C:\Program Files\MATLAB\R2006a\work\Simon\Data\GE System FiveV;
%dir_new= [dir new 'lee,wei-ning,2 10206'];
%dir_new= [dir_πew 'lee,wei-ning, 140206'];
%dir_new= [dir_new 'Ischemia,Patient 1,170805'];
%dir_new = [dir_new 'fung kee fung,simon,l 10804'];
%dir_new = [dir_new 'Pernot,Mathieu,250705'];

cd(dir_new);
try

[filename.pathname] = uigetfile({'*.*', 'All Files (*.*)'}, 'Select Sectors for compile', 'Multiselect'.On');
if isequal(f ιlename,0) || isequal(pathname,0)

error('User pressed cancel');
end

catch
cd(dir_old);
rethrow(lasterror);

end
% pathname = [dir_new Y];
% filename = {'lee.l 1', 'lee. 12', "lee. 13', 'lee. 14", 'lee. 15'};%, 'lee. 18'};

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% o/o%%%%%%%%
% Read in & Sort Parameters from each File
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/o% 0/ o0/o% 0/ o0/o%% 0/ o0/o%%%%%°/o
tic
% Parameters to read from INFO file
paramnamesTISS = { 'startdepth'; 'depthincrement'; 'startangle ; 'angleincrement'; 'samples'; 'beams'};
paramnamesIQ = { 'startdepthlQ'j'depthincrementlQ'; 'startanglelQ'; 'angleincrementlQ'; 'samplesIQ';
'beamsIQ'};

numsectors = size(filename,2);
numparams = size(paramnamesTISS,l);
tparams = zeros(numsectors, numparams);

% Sorting is done according to Start Angle
fork = 1:2

if k== 1
stype = TlSS';

else
stype = 1IQ ;

end
for j = 1:numsectors

jstr = int2strQ);
fid = openclp([pathname filename {j}]);



try
eval(['tinfo' jstr ' = readinfo(fid, O); ]);
eval(['tparams(' jstr ',:) = getmyparams(tinfo' jstr ',paramnames' stype *)";']);

catch
fclose(fid);
rethrow(lasterror);

end
end
[params sortind] = sortrows(tparams, 3); %STARTANGLE MUST BE IN COL# 3
if k = 1

paramsTlSS = params;
sortindTISS = sortind;

else
paramsIQ = params;
sortindlQ = sortind;

end
end

% Rearrange Info*, and Params* files according to sort order
fork= 1:2

kstr = int2str(k);
ifk= l

stype = TlSS';
else

stype = '1Q';
end

forj = l:numsectors
jstr = int2str(j);
eval(['info' stype jstr - tinfo' int2str(eval(['sortind stype 'G)'])) V]);
eval(['params' stype jstr '= tparamsC int2str(eval(['sortind' stype '(J) ])) ' ' ) , ']) ,'

end
end
clear tinfo* tparams*

%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°/o%%%%%%%%%%%
% Determine Spatial Overlap of Sectors
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% o/ oo/o%%%%%%%%

% To avoid seams in reconstructed image in area of interest, an angle of
% interest, MIDBANGLE, is selected. The sector closest to that angle is
% given priority and all the beams from that sector are used in the
% recontruction, to ensure the image is seamless at that angle.

midBangle = 3/2*pi; % LongAxis/ShortAxis
%midBangle = 2*pi; % ApicalView-Right
%midBangle = (3/2-1 /16)*pi; % ApicalView-Left

% Find Beam Overlap for BMode data, and IQ data seperately
sectorBMbeams = fϊndSectorOverlap(paramsTlSS, midBangle, 3, 4, 6, 1, 2, 5);
sectorIQbeams = findSectorOverlaρ(paramsIQ, midBangle, 3, 4, 6, 1, 2, 5);

%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%0/o%0/o%%%%%%%%%
% Synchronize ECG for all Sectors
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/o%%%%% 0/o%%%% 0/ o0/o%%%%%

% Read in ECG
cmd = ";



for j = 1mumsectors
jstr = int2str(j);
try

fid = openclp([pathname filename{sortindTISS(j)}]);
eval(['[ecgTISS*jstr ', syncTISS jstr "] = readecg(fid, infoTISS" jstr ');']);
cmd = [cmd 'ecgTISS' jstr ','];

catch
fclose(fid);
rethrow(lasterror);

end
end
cmd = cmd(l:end-l);

% Find best ECG
tic
eval(['[ecgbest,' cmd '] = matchbestECG(' cmd ');']);
forj = l:numsectors

ind = find(strcmp(filename{sortindlQ(j)}, filename(sortindTISS)));
ecgbest(numsectors+j,:) = ecgbest(ind,:);
eval(['ecgIQ' int2str(j) '= ecgTISS' int2str(ind) ';']);
eval(['synclQ* int2strό ) - syncTISS' int2str(ind) ';']);

end
disp('ECG matching was successful.')
toe

%Determine Start and Stop frames for each sector based on selected best ecg
forj = linumsectors

jstr = int2str(j);
eval(['startframeθ ,l) = syncTISS' jstr '(ecgbest(j,l ));']);
eval(['stopframeO,1) = syncTISS' jstr '(ecgbest(j,2));']);
eval(['startframe(j,2) = syncIQ' jstr '(ecgbest(numsectors+j,l ));']);
eval(['stopframe(j,2) = syncIQ' jstr '(ecgbes^numsectors+j^));']);

end
numframes = stopframe - startframe + 1;
numframes(numframes = 1) = 999;
nFrames = min(min(numframes));
%nFrames = 40;

%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/o%% 0/o%% 0/o%% 0/ o0/o%% 0/o%% 0/ o0/o% 0/o%
% Reverse the sync files
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/ o0/ o0/o%% 0/ o0/o%%%%%%%%%%%

%Therefore instead of syncing the frames to the ECG, sync the ECG to the
%frames.
for Ic= 1:2

ifk== 1
stype = TISS ;

else
stype = IQ ;

end
forj = l:numsectors

jstr = int2str(j);
eval(['fr = getparam("Frames", info stype jstr ');']);
fsync = zeros(l, fr);
fori = l:fr

evaKffsyncO) = sum(sync" stype jstr =i); ]);
end
evaKffsync stype jstr '= cumsum(fsync); ]);

end



end
disp('Reverse sync variables successfully created.1)

%%

% Initialize combined IQ and combined TISS variables
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/o% 0/ o0/o%%%%% 0/o%% 0/ o0/ o0/o%%%% 0/o%
frsiq = getparam('fradsampiq', infoIQl);
frsrf = FRS;
I = round(frsrfyfrsiq);
allrf = zeros(I*max(sectorIQbeams(:,8)), sectorIQbeams(end,5), nFrames);
alltiss = zeros( max(sectorBMbeams(:,8)), sectorBMbeams(end,5), nFrames);
disp('Memory allocation for reconstructed data was successful.')

%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/o%% 0/ o0/ o0/o%%% 0/ o0/o% 0/o%%% 0/o%%%%
% Read in IQ & TISS data

% Troubleshooting: If you get strange out-of-bounds errors. Possible
% sources of error are:
% 1. Check the ECG lengths (ECGbestO.l^ECGbestO^)) They should be
% pretty close and on the order of 250 each. If one is very different, or
% some are very long, very short, then CUTECG failed to section the ECGs
% properly, probably due to a difficult ECG. Adjust threshold, or tweak
% code, or cut manually
%
% 2. Check that the data lengths as proposed by sectorBMbeams, and
% sectorIQbeams are within their bounds. This is the most common error.
% Sometimes due to rounding one sector is over by 1 somewhere, check CoI 8
% of these matricies. They should all be the same.

fork = 1:2
ifk= 1

stype = TISS ;
sectorBeams = sectorBMbeams;

else
stype = 1IQ';
sectorBeams = sectorIQbeams;

end

for j = l:numsectors
jstr = int2str(j);
eval(['tinfo = info1stype jstr ' ;•]);

oldLbeam = sectorBeams(j,l);
oldRbeam = sectorBeamsG,2);
newLbeam = sectorBeams(j,4);
newRbeam = sectorBeams(j,5);
oldTsamp = sectorBeams(j,6);
oldBsamp = sectorBeams(j,7);

try
evald'fid = openclp([pathname filename {sortind' stype O)} ]);']);
iffid ~= - l

eval(['disp([filename{sortind' stype '(j)} " is open."]); ]);
end

if oldLbeam ~= 0 && oldRbeam
ifk= l



tiss = RDTISSUE(fid, tinfo, startframe(j,k):stopframe(j,k));
alltiss(:, newLbeam:newRbeam,:) = tiss(oIdTsamp:oldBsamp, oldLbeam:oldRbeam,l:nFrames);
disp(['sector ' jstr ' TISS compiled.']);

else
forf= l:nFrames

tiq = READIQ(fid, tinfo, startframe(j,2)+f-l);
allrf(:, newLbeam:newRbeam,f) = iq2rf(tiq(oldTsamp:oldBsamp, oldLbeam:oldRbeam), tinfo);

end
disp(['sector 'jstr ' IQ compiled.']);

end
end

catch
fclose(fid);
rethrow(Iasterror);

end
end

end
clear tiss tiq iqf* iql* rff* rfl* tsf* tsl* bmf* bml*

%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/o%%%%%% 0/ o0/o%%%
% Data Analysis
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/o%% 0/ o0/o%% 0/o%% 0/o%%%%%%%%%
DMAX =0.5; % mm
WSIZE = 120; % samples
OVERPCT = 90; % percent

framerate = getparam('framerate', infoIQl);
dmax = DMAX* 136.3/framerate;
rfdepth = sectorIQbeams(l,end)*paramsIQ( 1,2)* 1000;
winsize = WSIZE/size(allrf,l)*rfdepth;

[d, sz, sh, nc, p] = disp1acementN(aHrf, [winsize, OVERPCT/100], rfdepth, dmax*[-l I]);
[dout, rpm, rmm] = cleannoise2(d, nc, p);

b_param = [0 0 paramsTISS(l, [3 4 1 2])];
f_param = [0.3*[-l 1] paramsIQ(l,[3 4 1 2]) sz sh];
f_param(6) = rfdepth/1000/size(allrf,l);
%[M, ovAll] = overlayGE(alltiss, dout(:,:,l:end), b_param, f_param, infoIQl, ecglQl, syncIQl, 1,
size(allrf,l)/rfdepth, false);



cutECG. m

function [ECGparts, ECGtrigger, ECGpeakshift] = cutECG(ECGfull)
%CUTECG
% This function cuts up an ECG signal into N parts.
%
% [ECGparts, ECGtrigger, ECGpeakshift] = cutECG(ECGfull)
%
% Threshold the ECG signal
THRESHpeak = 0.7;
ECGnorm = abs(ECGfull)/max(abs(ECGfull));
ECGmax = find(ECGnorm > THRESHpeak);

% Group points above threshold, and find local maximum of each "group"
% The assumption is that the R-wave will have many points above the
% threshold and so just take the max. of each Rwave.
i = i ;
ipeak = 1;
while i <= length(ECGmax)

group = abs(ECGmax - ECGmax(i)) < 50;
group(l:i-l) = false;

[foo grouppeak] = max(ECGfull(ECGmax(group)));
allpeaks(ipeak) = ECGmax(grouppeak+i-l);
ipeak = ipeak + 1;
i = i + sum(group);

end

% The first peak is shifted from the start of the signal, so apply that
% shift to all detected peaks.
ECGpeakshift = allpeaks(l)-l ;
allpeaks = allpeaks - ECGpeakshift;

% Create ECG trigger, which is true for start of each signal.
% Note: if a peak is detected close to the end of the signal, assume it is
% not an Rwave and add it to last ECG part.
ECGtrigger = false(size(ECGfull));
ECGtrigger(allpeaks) = true;
if length(ECGfull) - allpeaks(end) > 50

allpeaks = [allpeaks length(ECGfull)];
else

ECGtrigger(allpeaks(end)) = false;
allpeaks(end) = length(ECGfull);

end

lenParts = diff(allpeaks);
lenVar = max(lenParts);
numParts = length(lenParts);

% Return ECG in parts
ECGparts = zeros(numParts, lenVar);
for i = 1.numParts

ECGparts(i,:) = [ECGfull(allpeaks(i):allpeaks(i+l)-l) zeros(l, lenVar - lenParts(i))];
end



findsectorOverlap.m

function sectorBeams = findSectorOverlap(params, centerAngle, iSA, iAU, iNB, iSD, iDU, iNS)
%FINDSECTOROVERLAP
% Used by analyze*rf functions. Utilizes params matrix to find overlapping
% regions of sectors, and returns sectorBeams, a matrix containing
% information about overlap and which data to utilize from each sector for
% the reconstructed whole sector.
%
% sectorBeams = FindSectorOverlap(params, centerAngle, iSA, iAU, iNB, iSD,
% iDU, iNS)
%
% iSA = params column containing Start Angle
% iAU —params column containing Angle Unit
% iNB = params column containing Number of Beams
% iSD = params column containing Start Depth
% iDU = params column containing Depth Unit
% iNS = params column containing Number of Samples
%
% sectorBeams: 1 ROW for each Small Sector
% col 1: Start beam from each small sector
% col 2: Stop beam from each small sector
% col 3: Number of beams from each small sector
% col 4: Start beam in composite big sector
% col 5: Stop beam in composite big sector
% col 6: Start sample in small sector
% col 7: Stop sample in small sector
% col 8: Number of samples from small sector
%
% Simon Fung-Kee-Fung
% 5/30/2006

numSectors = size(params,l);

% Determine sector closest to center angle.
[foo, centerSector] = min(abs(centerAngle - (params(:,iSA) + (params(:,iNB)/2 -l).*params(:,iAU))));

% Initialize sector beams
sectorBeams = zeros(numSectors, 8);
sectorBeams(centerSector, 1:3) = [1, params(centerSector, iNB), params(centerSector, iNB)];

% Get New Beams for Sectors to LEFT of Center
0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O

lastangle = params(centerSector.iSA);
for i = centerSector- 1 : - 1 : 1

startbeam = params(i,iSA);
newbeams = ceil((lastangle - startbeam)/params(i,iAU));
newbeams = min(newbeams, params(i.iNB));
sectorBeams(i, 1:3) = [1, newbeams, newbeams];

lastangle = startbeam;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Get New Beams for Sectors to RIGHT of Center
0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0Z O0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO

lastangle = params(centerSector,iSA)+(params(centerSector,iNB)-l).*params(centerSector,iAU);
for i = centerSector+1 : + 1 : numSectors

endbeam = params(i.iSA) + (params(i,iNB)-l).*params(i,iAU);



newbeams = ceil((endbeam - lastangle)/params(i,iAU));
sectorBeams(i,l:3) = [params(i,iNB)-newbeams+l, params(i,iNB), newbeams];

lastangle = endbeam;
end

% Ensure that all sectors start and end are within valid values [1, iNB]
badstartBeams = sectorBeams(:, 1) < 1 | sectorBeams(:,l) > params(:,iNB);
sectorBeams(badstartBeams,:) = 0;

0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O

% Determine position of each Sector in composite Sector
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
angles = [params(:,iSA), params(:,iSA)+params(:,iAU).*(params(:,iNB)-l)];
sectorBeams(l,4) = 1;
for i = 2:numSectors

anglegap = max(angles(i,l)-angles(i-l,2), 0);
if anglegap > 0

gapbeams = fix(anglegap/params(i,iAU));
else

gapbeams = 0;
end
sectorBeams(i,4) = sectorBeams(i-l,4) + sectorBeams(i-l,3) + gapbeams;

end
sectorBeams(:,5) = sectorBeams(:,4) + sectorBeams(:,3) - 1;

0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0ZO0Z O0ZO0ZO0ZO

% Determine Start & Stop Depths from each Sector
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
startDepth = max(params(:,iSD));
stopDepth = min(params(:,iSD)+(params(:,iNS)-l).*params(:,iDU));
sectorStartDepth = (startDepth -params(:,iSD))./params(:,iDU) + 1;
sectorStopDepth = (stopDepth -params(:,iSD))./params(:,iDU) + 1;
sectorSamples = sectorStopDepth-sectorStartDepth + 1;

sectorBeams(:,8) = min(floor(sectorSamples));
sectorBeams(:,6) = floor(sectorStartDepth);
sectόrBeams(:,7) = sectorBeams(:,6) + min(sectorBeams(:,8)) - 1;



matchbestECG.m

function [bestECG, varargout] = matchbestECG(varargin)
%MATCHBESTECG
% Finds the best matching segments of ECG based on length and shape
% (correlation).
%
%Number of ECG signals passed into function
nECG = nargin;

%Cut up all ECGs, and record some info about the segments such as number
%(nl 1), peak positions (ecgl peaks), segment lengths (ecgl lengths)
for i = 1:nECG

istr = int2str(i);
i2str = [istr istr];
eval(['ecg' istr ' = varargin{i};']);
eval(['[ecg' i2str ', ecg' istr 'trig, ecgshift(i)] = cutECG(ecg' istr ');']);
eval(['ecg' istr 'peaks = [find(ecg' istr 'trig = true) length(ecg' istr 'trig)];']);
eval(['ecg" istr 'lengths = diff(ecg' istr 'peaks);']);
eval(['n' i2str ' = size(ecg' i2str ',I);']);

% To view the ECG segments, enable following line:
%figure; eval(['plot(l:size(ecg' i2str ',2), ecg' i2str "');']);

end

%Find minimum shift from left, and adjust all other ecg signals to match
%this shift. This ensures that the peaks occur at the same point in the
%signal.
shift = min(ecgshift);
for i = 1:nECG

istr = int2str(i);
i2str = [istr istr];
eval(['[nParts, lenVar] = size(ecg' i2str ');']);
eval(['lenParts = ecg' istr 'lengths;']);

offset = shift - ecgshift(i);
ifoffseKO

eval(['tecg = circshift(ecg' istr ', [0 offset]);']);
forj = l:nParts

eval(['ecg' i2str '(j,:) = [tecg(ecg istr 'peaks(j):ecg' istr 'peaks(j+ I)-I) zeros(l,lenVar-lenParts(j ))];']);
eval(['ecg' istr ' = tecg; ]);

end
end

end

%Find difference in signal lengths, and the peak correlations across all
%segments and all ECG signals.
ECGcombos = nchoosek( ImECG, 2);
fork= l:size(ECGcombos,l)

ij = ECGcombos(k,:);
istr= int2str(ij(l));
jstr = int2str(ij(2));
i2str = [istr istr];
j2str = [jstr jstr];
ijstr= [istr jstr];
eval(['m = n' i2str ';']);
eval(['n = n'j2str ';']);

eval(['ecg' i2str 'lengths = repmat(ecg' istr 'lengths", [l.n]); ]);
eval(['ecg' j2str 'lengths = repmat(ecg' jstr 'lengths, [m, 1]);']);



eval(['ecg' ijstr 'lengthdiffs = abs(ecg' i2str 'lengths - ecg' j2str 'lengths);']);

eval(['peakcoeff ijstr ' = zeros(m,n);']);
eval(['peakshift' ijstr ' = zeros(m,n);']);
eval(['ecglen = max(size(ecg' i2str \2), size(ecg' j2str ',2));']);

for r = 1:m
eval(['el = [ecg i2str '(r,:) zeros(l,ecglen-size(ecg' i2str ',2))];']);
for s = 1:n

eval(['e2 = [ecg' j2str '(s,:) zeros(l,ecglen-size(ecg' j2str ',2))];']);
ccorr = real(ifft(fft(el).*conj(fft(e2))));
eval(['[peakcorr, peakshift' ijstr '(r,s)] = max(ccorr);']);
eval(['peakcoeff ijstr '(r,s) = peakcorr/sqrt(sum(el. A2).*sum(e2.Λ2));']);

end
end

end

% Initialize lengthmask, sumcoeff variables, create commands
nAH = 1;
cmdn = ";
cmdi = ";
for i = 1:nECG

istr = int2str(i);
i2str = [istr istr];
cmdn = [cmdn 'n* i2str ','];
cmdi = [cmdi 'ind' istr ','];
eval(['nAll = nAll • n' i2str ';']);

end

eval(['lengthmask = trueC cmdn(l:end-l) ');']);
eval(['sumcoeff = zeros(' cmdn( 1:end-1) ');']);
cmdout = ['[' cmdi(l:end-l) ']'];
cmdin = ['(' cmdi(l:end-l ) ')'];

% For each permutation of ECG segments from all ECGs, sum the correlation
% coefficients between each other. Also if length difference between any
% pair is greater than a certain threshold, invalidate that permuatation.
forh = l:nAll

eval([cmdout - ind2sub(size(sumcoeff), ' int2str(h) ');']);
for k = l:size(ECGcombos, 1)

ij = ECGcombos(k,0;
istr = int2str(ij(l));
jstr= int2str(ij(2));
ijstr = [istr jstr];

eval(['sumcoeff cmdin ' = sumcoeff cmdin ' + peakcoeff ijstr '(ind1istr ',ind' jstr ');']);
eval(['if ecg' ijstr 'lengthdiffs(ind' istr ',ind' jstr ') > 4; lengthmask' cmdin ' = false; end;']);

end
end

% The permutation with the highest summed correlation is selected as the
% best matching set of ECG segments. Here, the segments are selected
eval(['numpossibilities = ' repmat('sum(\ [l.nECG]) 'lengthmask' repmat(')', [l.nECG]) ';']);
if numpossibilities = 0

disp('matchbestECG WARNING: One or more of the ECG signals are of very different lengths.');
elseif numpossibilities > 2

sumcoeff -Iengthmask) = 0;
end
eval(['[bestl, best2] = find(sumcoeff = ' repmat('max(', [l.nECG]) 'sumcoeff repmat(')', [l.nECG]) ');']);



if nECG > 2
cmd = ";
for i = 2:nECG

istr = int2str(i);
eval(['cmd = [cmd "best istr ',"];']);

end
cmdout = ['[' cmd(l :end-l) ];
eval([cmdout ' = ind2sub(size(squeeze(sumcoeff(bestr repmatC,: , [l,nECG-l]), '))), best2);']);

end

%Create output identifying best segments
for i = l:nECG

istr = int2str(i);
evaKfbestECGC istr ',:) = ecg' istr aks besf istr ' best istr '+I]); ]);
eval([ varargout{i} = ecg1 istr ; ]);

end



data2rgb.m

function [rgb] = data2rgb(data, cmap, varargin);
%DATA2RGB
% rgb = data2rgb(data, cmap);
% rgb = data2rgb(data, cmap, datalim);
%
% for default 'jet' colormap, call function createmapjet (no inputs)
%
if nargin = 1

datamin = -1;
datamax = 1;

else
datamin = min(varargin{l });
datamax = max(varargin{1});

end

[m,n] = size(data);

data(data<datamin) = datamin;
data(data>datamax) = datamax;

dataN = (data - datamin) / (datamax - datamin);

%Gβt RGB color data from normalized info and colormap cmap
cmaplen = size(cmap, 1);
cmapind = fix( dataN*(cmaplen-l) + 1);

rgb = zeros(m,n,3);
for i = 1:m

rgb(i,:,:) = cmap(cmapind(i, :), :);
end



initOverlay.m

oparams.tiss.StartDepth = paramsTISS( 1,1);
oparams.tiss.DepthUnit = paramsTISS(l,2);
oparams.tiss. StartAngle = paramsTlSS(l,3);
oparams.tiss.AngleUnit = paramsTISS(l,4);
oparams.tiss. info = infoTISSl;
oparams.data.StartDepth = paramslQ(2,l);
oparams.data.DepthUnit = paramsIQ(2,2);
oparams.data.StartAngle = paramslQ(2,3);
oparams.data.AngleUnit = paramsIQ(2,4);
oparams.data.WinSize = sz;
oparams.data.WinShift = sh;
oparams.data.RFSamples = size(allrf.l);
oparams.data.IQSamples = paramsIQ(2,5);
oparams.data.LIMS =0.7*[-l I];
oparams.data

oparams.tiss.StartDepth = params(l,l);
oparams.tiss.DepthUnit = params(2,l);
oparams.tiss. StartAngle = params(3,l);
oparams.tiss.AngleUnit = params(4,l);
oparams.tiss. info = info;
oparams.data.StartDepth = params(l,2);
oparams.data.DepthUnit = params(2,2);
oparams.data.StartAngle = params(3,2);
oparams.data.AngleUnit = params(4,2);
oparams.data.WinSize = sz;
oparams.data.WinShift = sh;
oparams.data.RFSamples = size(rf,l);
oparams.data.IQSamples = params(5,2);
oparams.data.LIMS = 0.3*[-l I];
oparams.data

tic
dout2 = zeros(size(dout));
for i = 1:size(dout,2)

dout2(:,i,:) = reshape(medfilt2(squeeze(dout(:,i,:)), [ 1 3]), [size(dout,l), 1, size(dout,3)]);
end
toe

oparams.tiss.StartDepth = 0;
oparams.tiss.DepthUnit = 100/1000/size(rf,l);
oparams.tiss.StartAngle = 3/2*pi - fιx(size(rf,2)/2)*pi/2/64;
oparams.tiss.AngleUnit = pi/2/64;
oparams.data.StartDepth = (fool (l)+100/2)/size(rf, I)* 100/1 000;
oparams.data.DepthUnit = 10/size(rf,l)*100/1000*size(da,l)/(size(da,l));
%oparams.data.DepthUnit = 10/size(rf, 1)*100/1 000*size(da, 1)/(size(da, 1)- 16);
oparams.data.StartAngle = oparams.tiss.StartAngle;
oparams.data.AngleUnit = oparams.tiss.AngleUnit;
oparams.data. WinSize = 100;
oparams.data.WinShift = 10;
oparams.data.RPSamples = size(rf,l);
oparams.data.LIMS = 7*[-l I];
oparams.data.LIMS = l*[0 I];
%oparams.data.LIMS = 40*[-l 1);
oparams.data



ovcrlayData.m

function varargout = overlayData(tiss, data, params, TISSISRF)

TINY = Ie-S;
M2MM = 1000;
DYN = 34;
GAIN = 53;
%CMAP = createmap('jet2');
CMAP = createmapCjet');

if nargin < 4; TISSISRF = ( min(min(min(tiss))) < 0 ); end

ifsize(tiss,l)< 550
FACTOR= 1; DOWNSAMPLE = 0;

else
FACTOR = ceil(size(tiss,l)/500); DOWNSAMPLE = 1;

end

if TISSISRF
TISSISCOMPRESSED = 0;

else
TISSISCOMPRESSED = (max(max(max(tiss))) < Ie6);

end

NumFrames = size(data,3);
dataLIMS = params.data.LIMS;

%% Compute tiss region (start/stop of depth, angle)
[tissNumSamples tissNumBeams] = size(tiss(:,:,l));

tissStartAngle = params.tiss.StartAngle;
tissAngleUnit = params.tiss.AngleUnit;
%tissStopAngle = tissStartAngle + (tissNumBeams-l)*tissAngleUnit;

tissStartDepth params.tiss.StartDepth*M2MM;
tissDepthUnit = params.tiss.DepthUnit *M2MM;
%tissStopDepth tissStartDepth + (tissNumSamples- l)*tissDepthUnit;

%% Compute data region (start/stop of depth, angle)
[dataNumSamples dataNumBeams] = size(data(:,:,l));

dataStartAngle = params.data.StartAngle;
dataAngleUnit = params.data.AngleUnit;
dataStopAngle = dataStartAngle + (dataNumBeams-l)*dataAngleUnit;

dataStartDepth = params.data.StartDepth*M2MM;
dataDepthUnit = params.data.DepthUnit*M2MM;
dataStopDepth = dataStartDepth + (dataNumSamples-l)*dataDepthUnit;

% dataWinSize = params.data.WinSize;
% dataWinShift = params.data.WinShift;
% dataHalfWinSize = fix(dataWinSize / 2);

% datalQSamples = params.data.IQSamples;
% dataRFSamples = params.data.RFSamples;
%
% dataRFStartDepth = params.data.StartDepth*M2MM;
% datalQDepthUnit = params.data.DepthUnit*M2MM;
% dataRFStopDepth = dataRFStartDepth + (dataIQSamples-l)*dataIQDepthUnit;



%
% MM2RF = dataRFSamples/(dataRFStopDepth - dataRFStartDepth);
% dataStartDepth = dataRFStartDepth + dataHalfWinSize / MM2RF;
% dataStopDepth = dataRFStartDepth + ((dataNumSamples-1)*dataWinShift + dataHalfWinSize) / MM2RF;

%% Compute parameters for d2t transformation (d2t = data2tiss)
% d2tBeam 1 = floor((dataStartAngle-tissStartAngle) / tissAngleUnit)+ 1;
% d2tBeam2 = ceil((dataStopAngle-tissStartAngle) / tissAngleUnit);
% d2tSamplel = floor((dataStartDepth-tissStartDepth) / tissDepthUnit)+1 ;
% d2tSample2 = ceil((dataStopDepth-tissStartDepth) / tissDepthUnit);

tissNumDownSamples ceilCtissNumSamples/FACTOR);

d2tBeam 1 = round((dataStartAngle-tissStartAngle) ΛissAngleUnit)+l ;
d2tBeam2 = round((dataStopAngle-tissStartAngle) /tissAngleUnit) +1;
d2tSampIel = round((dataStartDepth-tissStartDepth) /tissDepthUnit /FACTOR)+1 ;
d2tSample2 = round((dataStopDepth-tissStartDepth) /tissDepthUnit /FACTOR) + 1;

d2tBeaml = max(l,min(d2tBeam1,tissNumBeams));
d2tBeam2 = max(l,min(d2tBeam2,tissNumBeams));
d2tSample 1= max(l,min(d2tSamplel, tissNumDownSamples));
d2tSample2 = max(l,min(d2tSample2,tissNumDownSamples));

%% Initialize Resize variables
dataHeight = d2tSample2 - d2tSamplel + 1;
dataWidth =d2tBeam2 - d2tBeaml + 1;
dataBigSize = [dataHeight dataWidth];

dataResize = zeros(tissNumDownSamples, tissNumBeams);
if nargout> 0

overlayAll = zeros(tissNumDownSamples, tissNumBeams, 3, NumFrames);
end

%% Main Loop -
for i = 1:NumFrames

dataResize(d2tSamplel :d2tSample2,d2tBeaml :d2tBeam2) = imresize(data(:,:,i), dataBigSize, 'bilinear );
dataRGB = data2rgb(dataResize, CMAP, dataLlMS);

if TISSISRF
temp = abs(hilbert(tiss(:,:,i)));
if DOWNSAMPLE

temp = imresize(temp, [tissNumSamples/FACTOR, tissNumBeams], 'bilinear');
end
temp = (min(max(20*logl0(temp),50),100)-(100-50))/(100-50);
tissRGB = repmat(temp, [ 1 1 3]);

elseif TISSISCOMPRESSED
tisslnfo = params.tiss.info;
tissRGB = tiss2rgb(tiss(:,:,i), tisslnfo, DYN, GAIN);

else
disp('oops!');
break;

end

%create displayed-data mask
mask = abs(dataResize) > TINY;
mask = repmat(mask, [ 1 1 3]);

im = overlayimage(tissRGB, dataRGB, mask);
%M(i) = im2frame(im);



% imagesc(im);
% caxis(dataLIMS); colorbar
%

if nargoiit > 0
overlayAll(:,:,:,i) = im;

end
end

if nargout> 0
varargout{ 1} = overlayAII;

end



overlayimage.m

function overlay = overlayimage(back, front, mask)

% Ensure data matrices have same dimensions
[mb nb fb] = size(back);
[mf nf ff] = size(front);
if (mb ~= mf) || (nb ~= nf) || (fb ~= ft)

dispCCannot overlay image of different matrix size');
overlay = 0;
return;

end
clear mb mf nb nf fb ff

%create screen image
screen = back;
screen(mask) = 1 - (l-front(mask)) .* (l-back(mask));

%create multiply image
multiply = back;
multiply(mask) = front(mask) .* back(mask);

%create overlay image: weighted combo of screen, multiply
overlay = back;
overlay(mask) = back(mask).*screen(mask) + (l-back(mask)).*multiply(mask);



tiss2rgb.m

function rgb = tiss2rgb(tiss, info, dyn, gain)
rgb = repmat(IMAGELOG(UNCOMPR(tiss, info).Λ2, gain, dyn)/64, [ 1 1 3]);



makeCardiacMovie.mat

function varargout = makeCardiacMovie(data, ecg, sync, params, SCANCONVERT, movTitle)
% makeCardiacMovie
% varargout = makeCardiacMovie(data, ecg, sync, params, SCANCONVERT, movTitle)

%CMAP = createmap('jet2');
CMAP = createmap('jet');
M2MM = 1000;

%% Retrieve information about data size, shape (in Polar coordinates)
[NumSamples NumBeams NumFrames] = size(data(:,:,l,:));

StartAngle = params.tiss.StartAngle;
AngleUnit = params.tiss.AngleUnit;
StopAngle = StartAngle + (NumBeams- 1)*AngleUnit;

StartDepth = params.tiss.StartDepth*M2MM;
DepthUnit = params.tiss.DepthUnit*M2MM;
StopDepth = StartDepth + (NumSamples-l)*DepthUnit;

%TimeSpan = params.timespan;

LlMS = params.data.LIMS;

%% Create Scan conversion maps
% This is done once ahead of time, and each frame uses the map to
% scanconvert. This reduces redundant calculations each time.

%FAST = true;
FAST = false;
if SCANCONVERT

if FAST
[semap hem wcm ifactor] = scanconvmap(data(:,:,l,l), [StartAngle StopAngle StartDepth StopDepth]);
clear hem wcm ifactor

[h w] = size(scmap);
else

AngleRange = StartAngle:AngleUnit:StopAngle;

xmin = min(min(cos(AngleRange)'*[StartDepth StopDepth]));
xmax = max(max(cos(AngleRange)'* [StartDepth StopDepth]));
ymin = -l*max(max(sin(AngleRange)'*[StartDepth StopDepth]));
ymax = -l*min(min(sin(AngIeRange)'* [StartDepth StopDepth]));
Widthscale=abs((xmax-xmin)/(ymax-ymin));

Height = round((ymax-ymin)/(StopDepth-StartDepth)*NumSamples);
Width = ceil(Height*Widthscale);
Centerx = fιx(0-xmin/(xmax-xmin)* Width);
Topy = fix(O-ymin/(ymax-ymin)*Height);
clear xmin xmax ymin ymax AngleRange Widthscale

prpol = [NumBeams, AngleUnit, 1, StartAngle; NumSamples, 1, l,round(StartDepth/DepthUnit)];
prcart = [Height 1 Topy 0; Width 1Centerx O];

% prcart = [10*Height 1 1 0; 10* Width 1 5*Width O];

[mrows mcols mmask] = getPolTransformMap(prpol, prcart);

[h w] = size(mmask);
end



else
[h w] = size(data(:,:,l,1));
w = h;

end

widthscale = h/w;

%% Reverse the sync file
% Instead of syncing the frames to the ECG, sync the ECG to the frames

frsync = zeros(l, max(sync));
for i .= 1:max(sync)

frsync(i) = sum(sync=i);
end
frsync = cumsum(frsync);
iff τsync(l)~= 1

frsync(l) = l ;
end

%% Setup figure for display
Hfig = figure(99);
Haxes = axes;
Hcbar = colorbar;
deffgpos = get(Hfig, 'Position');
defaxpos = get(Haxes,'Position');
defcbpos = get(Hcbar,'Position');

% [Left Bottom Width Height]
figscale = deffgpos(4)/deffgpos(3);
minleft = defaxpos(l);
maxright = defaxpos(l) + defaxpos(3);
maxtop = defaxpos(2) + defaxpos(4);
minbottom = 0.06;
clear defaxpos Haxes

space = 0.02;

ecgrect.height = 0.12;
ecgrect.bottom = minbottom;
minbottom = ecgrect.bottom + ecgrect.height + 2*space;

if widthscale/figscale > 1% height is bigger
bmoderect.bottom = minbottom;
bmoderect.height = maxtop - bmoderectbottom;
bmoderect.width = bmoderect.height/widthscale*figscale;
bmoderect. left = minleft + (maxright-minleft)/2 - bmoderect.width/2;

else % width is bigger
bmoderect. left = minleft;
bmoderect.width = maxright - bmoderect.left;
bmoderect.height = bmoderect.width*widthscale/figscale;
bmoderect.bottom = minbottom + (maxtop-minbottom)/2 - bmoderect.height/2;

end

ecgrect. left = bmoderect.left;
ecgrect.width = bmoderect.width;
ecgrect.ticks = linspace(l, length(ecg(l:frsync(NumFrames))), 5);
ecgrect.labels = num2str((ecgrect.ticks'- 1)/(length(ecg( 1:frsync(NumFrames)))-1));
%{'0\ ", [num2str(TimeSpan) ' sec']};
%[1, fix(length(ecg)/2), length(ecg)];



cbaraxis.bottom = bmoderect.bottom;
cbaraxis.height = bmoderect.height;
cbaraxis. left = defcbpos(l) - space;
cbaraxis.width = defcbpos(3);
clear defcbpos Hcbar

iaxes.space = space;
iaxes.bmode = bmoderect;
iaxes.ecg = ecgrect;
iaxes.cbar = cbaraxis;
clear space bmoderect ecgrect cbaraxis

%% Initialize variables to temp store scanconversion
if SCANCONVERT

if FAST
overlaysc = zeros([size(scmap),3]);
channel = zeros(size(data(:,:,l,l)));

else
overlaysc = zeros([size(mmask),3]);

end
else

overlaysc = zeros([size(data(:,:,l,l)), 3]);
end

%% Main Loop -
for i = 1:NumFrames

if SCANCONVERT
for c = 1:3

if FAST
channel = data(:,:,c,i);
channel = [channel(:); O];
overlaysc(:,:,c) = channel(scmap);

else
overlaysc(:,:,c) = appPolTransform(data(:,:,c,i), mrows, mcols, mmask, 1);

end
end

else
overlaysc = data(:,:,:,i);

end

%More axes, colorbar position manipulation
subplot(2,l,2);
axp = iaxes.ecg;
set(gca, 'Position', [axp.left axp.bottom axp.width axp.height]);
plot(ecg(l :frsync(NumFrames)), 'b-');
axis([l frsync(NumFrames) -200 500]);
hold on;

% plot(frsync(framestart+i- 1), ecg(frsync(frainestart+i-l)), 'r.', 'MarkerSize', 15);
plot(frsync(i), ecg(frsync(i)), 'r. , 'MarkerSize', 15);
hold off;
set(gca, 'XTick , axp.ticks, 'XTickLabel', axp. labels);

subplot(2,l,l);
axp = iaxes.bmode;
set(gca, 'Position', [axp. left axp.bottom axp.width axp.height]);
imagesc(overlaysc); colormap(CMAP)
set(gca, 'XTick1, [], 'YTick , []);
axp = iaxes.cbar;
caxis(LlMS); colorbarCPosition', [axp.left axp.bottom axp.width axp.height]);
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% title( ['Frame #: ' num2str(framestart+i-1 , '%03.0f )]);
if exist('movTitle', 'var')

title(movTitle);
else

title(['Frame : ' num2str(i, '%03.0f)]);
end

if nargout> 0
M(i) = getframe(gcf);

end
end

%% Return movie variable
ifnargout > O

varargout{l} =M;
end



getPolTransformMap.m

function [mapRows, mapCols, mapMask, varargout] = getPolTransformMap(pr_pol, pr_cart)
%GETPOLTRANSFORMMAP
% Computes a polar-to-cartesian coordinate transformation map defined by
% pr pol and pr cart.
%
% [mapRovvs. mapCols, mapMask] = getPolTransfo πrιMap(pr_pol, pr_cart)
%
% ... TO BE CONTINUED
%
% Simon Fung-Kee-Fung
% 12/06/2004

% Define pr_pol variables
pnum_ang = pr_pol(l,l); % num of rows (angles/R.F signals) in polar image
pnum_rad = pr_pol(2, 1); % num of cols (length of RF) in polar image
unit_ang = pr_pol( 1,2); % 2*pi / # of RF beams?
unit_rad = pr_pol(2,2); % 1
pref row = pr_pol( 1,3); % I
pref_col = pr_pol(2,3); % 1
ref ang = pr_pol(l ,4); % 0
ref rad = pr_pol(2,4); % 0

% Define pr_cart variables
cnum_row = pr_cart(l,l); % num of rows (height) in cart image
cnum_col = pr_cart(2,l); % num of cols (width) in cart, image
unit row = pr_cart(l,2); % 1
unir col = pr_cart(2,2); % 1
cent_row = pr_cart(l,3); % middle row in cart image
cent_col = pr_cart(2,3); % middle col in cart image
y_ref2 = pr_cart(l,4);
x_reβ = pr_cart(2,4);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0/O%%%%%%%% 0/0%%%%%°/0%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Coordinate Transformation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Use inverse transformation
% i.e. start in cartesian coordinates, and work backwards to polar
% coordinates and the interpolate to determine the RF value at that point

% Create a mesh for cartesian image

% Create cartesian coordinates, shift (0, 0) to sector center at (cent_col,
% cent_row), scale by magnification factors (unit_col, unit_row),...
vecx = ( linspace(0, cnum_col, cnum_col) - cent_col) * unit_col + x_ref2;
vecy = (-linspace(0, cnum_row, cnum_row) + cent_row) * unit_row + y_ref2;

[x2 y2] = meshgrid(vecx.vecy);

% Calculate the inverse transformation on the mesh to the polar image
% Theta is flipped, - sign infront x2 because RF data is actually flipped
% in Left-Right direction.

r = sqrt(x2.Λ2 + y2.Λ2);



theta = atan2(y2,x2);
%theta = atan2(y2,-x2);

% Ensure that all theta's are positive and between (0, 2pi)
theta = (2*pi*(theta<0)) + (theta. *(theta<0)) + (theta. *(theta>=0));

% Translate from polar coordinates (r, theta) to rovv, column in the polar
% image (polimg)

% convert rovv, col shirts to rad, ang, add rad, ang shifts
%
% (pref_row - 1)*... - offset for row index starting at 1
% (...) * unit_rad - convert from row to rad
% (...)*... - ref_rad - shift by ref_rad
% same applies for col -> ang shift

r_shift (pref row - 1) * unit_rad - ref rad;
theta_shift = (pref col - 1) * unit ang - ref_ang;

% apply shifts to r and theta, then convert to row, col

% (r + r_shift)/... - apply shift
% (...)./unit_rad - convert from rad to row
% (...)/... + 1 - offset row index to start at 1

mapRows = (r + r_shift)./unit_rad + ;
mapCols = (theta + theta_shift)./unit_ang + 1;

[mapRows, maskl] = bound(mapRows, [ 1 pnum_radj, 1);
[mapCols, mask2] = bound(mapCols, [ 1 pnum_a πg], 1);

mapMask = maskl | mask2;

ifnargout 4
varargout{ 1} = theta;

end



appPolTransform.m

function icart = appPolTransform(ipol, mapRows, mapCols, mapMask, varargin)
%APPPOLTRANSFORM
% applies a polar-to-cartesian coordinate transformation to inigpol.
%
% imgcart = appPolTransfbrm(imgpol, mapRows, mapCols, mapMask)
%OR
% imgcart = appPolTransform(imgpol, mapRows, mapCols, mapMask, flag)
%
% imgpol : image in polar coordinates to be transformed
% mapRows : matrix containing row-coordinates of the transformation
% mapCols : matrix containing column-coordinates of the transformation
% mapMask : logical(boolean) matrix. These boolean values tell the function
% which pixels to transform
% flag : Interpolation type :
% 0 - Hamming-filter interpolation (DEFAULT)
% This filter gives better interpolation results than Linear
% interpolation, however computation time is longer.
%
% 1- Triangle- filter (Linear) interpolation
% Gives best compromise between image quality and computation
% speed. However aliasing artifacts are more visible here.
%
% The transformation is defined by mapRows, mapCols, and mapMask. These
% variables are generated using the function GETPOLTRANSFORMMAP.
%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Parse Input
if nargin = 4

flag= 0;
elseif nargin = 5

flag = varargin{l};
else

error(['lnvalid # of input arguments. Type "help appPolTranform" "...
'for more information.']);

end

% Create Interpolation Filter
F_OVER = 1000;

switch flag
case 0 % Hamming-filter interpolation

F WIDTH = 2;
filtLUT = genHamming(F_WIDTH, F OVER, 0);

case 1 % Triangle-filter (linear) interpolation
F_W1DTH = 1;
filtLUT = genLinear(F_OVER);

end

% 2D Interpolation
icart = interpC(ipol, mapRows, mapCols, mapMask, filtLUT, F WIDTH, F OVER);



getmyparams.m

function [params] = getmyparams(info, paramnames);

numparams = size(paramnames(:),l);
numsectors = size(info.l);
params = zeros(numparams,numsectors);

for j = 1:numsectors
ind = find(isnan(info(j,:))=l,l);
if~-isempty(ind)

sectorinfo = info(j, 1:ind-l);
else

sectorinfo = info(j,:);
end

for i = 1:numparams
params(ij ) = getparam(paramnames{i},sectorinfo, 0);

end
end

Additionally, the exemplary code provided above can, for example, be adapted for

use in a programmable ultrasound machine, such as for example, the Ultrasonix

Sonix RP system. The Sonix RP system, for example, offers frame rate capabilities

up to 700 fps as well as access to the beamformer, i.e., automatic sector acquisition

compared with manual sector acquisition described in the previous section. This

higher frame rate can, for example, ensure higher strain quality, as has been seen in

a preliminary in vivo human study performed by the inventors. In addition to the

higher frame rate advantages of such a platform, access to the beamformer not only

allows for the selection of optimal acoustic parameters, such as, for example,

frequency, aperture and beamwidth, but it can also, for example, allow for further

automation of the methods of the present invention. An exemplary implementation

of the present invention on such a platform was performed by the inventors, as next

described.

Examplary Implementation —Programmable Ultrasound Machine



The following describes an exemplary implementation of an exemplary embodiment

of the present invention. The description presents additional details, considerations

and functionalities of various embodiments of the present invention.

As described above, high frame-rate ultrasound Radio-Frequency (RF) data

acquisition is critical for myocardial elastography and imaging of the transient

electromechanical wave propagation in cardiac and vascular tissues. To overcome

the frame-rate limitations on routine ultrasound systems, the inventors developed an

automated method for retrospective, multi-sector acquisition through synchronized

electrocardiogram (ECG) gating on a clinical Ultrasonix RP system (Ultrasonix

Medical Corp. Burnaby, Canada). A computer multithread technique was applied to

acquire ECG and ultrasound RF signals simultaneously. The method achieved high

spatial resolution (64-line beam density) and high temporal resolution (frame rate of

481 Hz) at a total imaging depth of 11 cm, 100% full view. A normal human heart left

ventricle and a normal aorta were imaged using the same technique in vivo.

Composite RF and B-scan full view frames were reconstructed by retrospectively

combining all small-sector RF signals. The in-plane (lateral and axial) displacements

of both long-axis and short-axis views of a healthy human left ventricle were

calculated using an RF-based elastographic technique comprising 1D cross-

correlation and recorrelation methods (windows size 6.9mm . overlap 80%). A

sequence of the electromechanical activation of the heart was observed through

mechanical pulse waves propagating along septum (from base to apex) and

posterior wall (from apex to base) during systole in human in vivo. Exemplary

embodiments of this technique can, for example, expand the potential of

echocardiography for quantitatively noninvasive diagnosis of cardiovascular



diseases such as, for example, myocardial infarction, aneurism and early stage

atherosclerosis.

Heart diseases, such as ischemia and infarction, are a growing problem world wide.

It is highly useful for the early diagnosis of such cardiac disease to noninvasively

detect abnormal patterns of regional myocardial deformation caused by malfunction

of the electromechanical conduction. Magnetic resonance (MR) cardiac tagging has

been shown capable of quantifying the mechanical properties of the myocardium at

high precision. However, the relatively low spatial resolution and the low temporal

resolution limited the use of tagged magnetic resonance imaging (tMRI) for the

detection of the transient mechanical vibrations that are constantly generated by the

heart and the arteries. Therefore, echocardiography has been the predominant

imaging modality in diagnostic cardiology owning to its real time, high temporal

resolution capability. Tissue doppler imaging (TDI) strain rate imaging (SRI) and

elastography imaging have been introduced to image the regional motion of the

myocardium non-invasively. However, their major applications remain in the global

motion of the heart over a complete cardiac cycle due to the current low frame rate.

In echocardiography, a high temporal resolution, typically < 5ms, is required to

observe the detailed myocardium activities, such as, for example, the fast electrical

conductive sequencing pattern for early detection of cardiac diseases. The electrical

excitation, which induces the contraction and relaxation of the cardiac muscle,

results in a strong electromechanical wave that propagates in the myocardium at a

speed up to 5m/s. Several methods had been developed to increase the ultrasound

frame rate such as coded-excitation ultrasound imaging and parallel processing

techniques. Most often these methods sacrificed the field of view or ultrasound



beam number to increase the frame rate. This is not favorable in clinical study and is

not optimal in general. ECG triggering or gating can be used to achieve high frame

rates by reconstructing RF lines at different cardiac cycle especially for large field of

view and high spatial resolution. The assumption of ECG triggering or gating lies in

that the heart rate does not vary significantly, and that the myocardial function is

effectively identical at every cardiac cycle. As was observed (and as shown in Fig.

26), ECG signals were very similar during systole for multiple cycles but could have

up to a 10% length difference during diastole. Thus, all ECGs and corresponding RF

frames taken for different sectors were interpolated to the same length to get the

maximum similarity for each cardiac cycle. In contrast to conventional methods that

transfer ECG signals to an arbitrary waveform generator and use the ECG R-wave

as a trigger to control the transmitted pulses with synchronization implemented in

hardware, a computer multithread technique for data acquisition was applied that

significantly lowered the system cost without losing synchronization resolution.

High frequency, high resolution small animal ultrasound systems have become

commercially available, such as, for example, the Vevo 770 system ( VisualSonics

Inc. Toronto, Ontario, Canada). However, there is still lack of high frame rate clinical

systems for human cardiovascular study. This is largely because most commercial

ultrasound systems are used effectively in clinical specialty areas where B-mode

images are evaluated as the "gold standard." Valuable frequency and speckle

information carried by the RF echo signals is lost during conversion and

compression, which occurs internally in the system. The Sonix RP system

(Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, Burnaby, BC, Canada) is an open architecture

system which can allow developers to easily control system parameters such as

beam line density, sector size, and digitized RF signal acquisition etc. In the



exemplary implementation, an Ultrasonix 500RP research platform was used to

measure the ultrasound backscatter and attenuation coefficient.

Using a Sonix RP ultrasound system, an elasticity imaging method with a frame rate

(480Hz) five times higher than traditional ultrasound machine (~90Hz) was obtained.

64 lines were kept for full sector view to reserve the high lateral resolution. The

region of interest (ROI) was initially decreased to achieve the high frame rate. Then,

an ECG gating technique was applied to utilize RF signals acquired during multiple

cardiac cycles to retrospectively reconstruct small ROIs to a complete 100% full view

cine-loop. Digitized RF and ECG signals were acquired through two computer

threads running in parallel. In the exemplary implementation, local displacements

were typically computed offline by applying a cross-correlation method to the pre

compression ultrasonic radio frequency (RF) echo signals. Displacements were then

estimated along the beam axis and displayed as an image referred to as an

elastogram. The results obtained clearly showed electromechanical wave

propagation in human heart during systole and a pulse wave propagating along a

human aorta.

Data acquisition
A clinical phased array transducer (Ultrasonix model # P4-2/20) operating at 3.3

MHz was used for human cardiac and vascular imaging. In a phased array

transducer, more than one line can be acquired at the same time rather than line-by¬

line data acquisition by a signal element transducer to achieve high data

consistency. For further development, if sector size is decreased to only one

transmission line, the method could be reduced to single element scan imaging with

an even higher frame rate. A separate ECG module (MCC Gesellschaft fur in



Medizin und Technik mbH & Co. KG) was connected to the Sonix RP computer base

running windows XP with RS232 serial interface. Two channels were recorded, from

which three Einthoven and Goldberger leads were depicted. The signals were

recorded digitally, processed and transmitted to the host via PC serial interface with

a baud rate of 9600 baud ( 1 start bit, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity). The maximum

sampling frequency rate for this ECG module is 300 points per second.

Since the ultrasound RF and ECG data were two separate modules, synchronized

data acquisition was critical for multi-sector combination method to achieve high

frame rate through ECG gating technique. An automated custom designed program

was developed in C++ based on the Ulterius SDK API to control, for example, both

the Sonix RP system and the ECG module for synchronized ultrasound radio

frequency (RF) and electrocardiogram (ECG) signal acquisition. Digitized ECG

signals were stored in a computer using multi-thread technique which was in

synchronization with ultrasound RF signal.

Fig. 24 provides exemplary process flow charts from which an exemplary C++

program that was created. The flow charts illustrate functionality for RF and ECG

signal acquisition: a) Ultrasonix RF data acquisition, b) ECG module data acquisition,

c) ECG and ECG time stamp buffer, d) RF frame and RF frame time stamp buffer.

When imaging began, raw ultrasound RF data for each frame was stored in the

system cine buffer and retrieved by a custom designed "Callback" function. The

"Callback" function had the capability of recording the occurrence time of each frame

by a "::QueryPerformanceCounter()" function. This time was used as a reference for



ECG gating. The ultrasound RF signals were then stored line by line and then frame

by frame in the computer memory sequentially. A separate computer thread running

in parallel with the "Callback" function retrieved the digitized ECG signal points with

its occurrence time from the serial port buffer. The total CPU usage was 70% on an

Intel Pentium 4 2.99GHz CPU based syctem, with 4 Gbyte memory. All RF and

ECG signals were acquired and stored in real time. Both threads started to store

data in physical memory simultaneously when the start-recording flag was set to

TRUE(I), and stopped when the flag was set to FALSE(O). A H RF and ECG signals

for the various different sectors were saved in memory first and then written to the

computer hard drive after the scanning. The total memory allocation for the data

acquisition program was around 700MB.

Composite processing through ECG R wave gating

For each sector, two sets of data, an ultrasound RF signal at a frame rate of 481Hz

and an ECG signal at 300 points per second, were recorded through two threads as

described above. For every sector, the R-waves of the ECG signals were obtained

through automatic peak detection. The corresponding time stamps of the R-wave

peaks were used to search for the RF frame with the occurrence time most closely to

the R wave occurrence time by the following method:

Min(ABS(Time stamp, (J) - Time stampFCG R_
wave

)) i = 1,2, ,N

min(abs(Time_StampRF(i)-Time_StampECG_R-wavre)) i=1 ,2,... ,N,

where Time_Stamp εcG_R-wavβdenotes the occurrence time of one of the ECG R wave

peaks per sector, Time_Stamp RF denotes the RF frame occurrence time, N is the



total number of RF frames acquired together with ECG, and min and abs are Matlab

functions used to find the minimum and absolute values of an array.

RF frames between two consecutive ECG R-waves were extracted from the original

file representing one cycle of cardiac motion. Ideally the ECG cycle corresponding

to each sector can be of identical duration to those of other sectors. The Λh

(i=1 ,2,...) frames of each sector can then be recombined in sequence to get the Λh

frame of the 100% view as is illustrated in Fig. 25. However one challenge for any

ECG gated/triggered retrospective high frame rate ultrasound B mode imaging is

heart rate variability. As noted, the duration of an ECG can vary by up to 10% per

cycle, and the number of frames for each sector varies accordingly. As shown in

Fig. 26, ECG signals during systole have very little variation. Therefore, an accurate

method to solve the ECG arrhythmic is to stretch the diastolic part of the ECGs and

the corresponding RF frames to the same length to achieve high similarity. One

useful measure for the duration of systole is approximately Tes
= Λ∆TO.343s, where

∆T is the length in seconds of the cardiac cycle. Thus the systolic part of ECG can

remain unchanged and the diastolic part of the ECG was interpolated to the

maximum length of all seven ECG signals. The corresponding 2D RF frames were

also linearly interpolated to the maximum length of the all sector RF frame sequence

for better recombination.

Fig. 25 illustrates an ECG-gated multi-sector combination technique for high frame

rate, full-view ultrasound imaging. In the example of Fig. 25, a total of seven sectors

at different angles were acquired in a continuous sequence during each experiment.

ECG and RF frame data are shortened according to the time stamp associated with



each data point or frame for one cardiac cycle. Corresponding small sector frames

were, for example, recombined to generate full view ultrasound images.

Fig. 26 illustrates irregular ECG interpolation. ECGs during systole, approximately

Tes= ∆T 0.343s, remain unchanged where Tes is the duration of the systole and ∆T

is the duration of the whole cardiac cycle. All seven ECGs after the slashed line

were, for example, linearly interpolated to the maximum length of these signals. The

corresponding RF frames associated with each ECG were also interpolated to the

maximum length of these RF by linearly 2D interpolation.

Motion estimation

The axial displacement was estimated off-line using the normalized cross-

correlation. The RF window size was equal to 6.9 mm and the window overlap was

equal to 80%, deemed enough to retain good axial resolution. In the displacement

estimation, the parabolic interpolation was applied to the cross-correlation function in

order to further improve the precision. The displacements were then estimated using

pairs of consecutive RF frames. To reduce the noise amplification effect of the

gradient operator in the strain calculation, a linear Savitzky-Golay differentiation filter

with a length of seven samples (140 um) was used to estimate the axial strains from

the displacements. The aforementioned displacements and strains were the

instantaneous or incremental displacements and strains occurring between two

consecutive frames. Using the incremental displacements over one cardiac cycle,

the preset points in the LV wall could be tracked automatically. Therefore, the

incremental displacements and strains corresponding to the preset points could be

extracted. By accumulating these incremental displacements and strains, the



cumulative displacement and strains were obtained and represented the total motion

and deformation from the first frame (corresponding to the first R-wave of the ECG),

respectively. The displacements were color-coded and superimposed onto the

grayscale B-mode images using an overlay blending mode. In the displacement

images, only the estimates in the region of interest (ROI) are shown for better

interpretation. An ROI was first determined through a 40- to 50-point selection

performed manually in the first frame of a B-mode cinέ -loop (reconstructed from the

RF image sequence). The selected points coincided with the myocardial boundaries

(i.e., endocardium and epicardium). Using the estimated displacement field, these

points could then, for example, be tracked over the entire cardiac cycle, providing the

updated ROIs corresponding to different phases. The cumulative strain curve in

myocardial elastography may undergo a drift, i.e., the cumulative strain does not

return to zero at the end of the cardiac cycle. Thus, the drift in the cumulative

displacements and strains was corrected on the assumption that the drift increases

linearly with time over the duration of a cardiac cycle. Elastographic methods were

implemented in MATLAB 7.1 (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The total

processing time for a full cardiac cycle in the exemplary implementation was 2 to 3

hours on a PC workstation (Pentium 4 CPU 2.80 GHz, 2 GB RAM).

In vivo experiments

An adult healthy female heart was scanned both long axis and short axis view and

the aorta with a frame rate of 481 Hz per sector through the custom automated

program. The scan was performed with regular clinical ultrasound B-mode scan

procedure by an experienced medical sonographer. The system parameters were

set at 11cm acquisition depth and a total of 64 lines for full 100% view. Ultrasound



probe frequency was set at 3.3MHz. Seven sectors were scanned with each sector

of a 2-sec scanning time. At this time period, one or two cardiac cycles were

recorded since the volunteer's heart rate ranged from 60 to 80 cycles per second. A

total of 2 1-sec was needed for the entire experiment including scanning and data

saving. Because respiratory motion can affect the heart position, breath holding was

required for better composite images quality during the sector scanning. All seven

sectors data was stored in memory and saved to hard drive after the scanning was

completed. The patient's heart recovers to the original condition as much as

possible during each cardiac cycle and the operator's hand keep still is essential to

reconstruct a smooth transition from sector to sector. It is noted that although the

total scanning time for a 100% 90 degree B-mode view is minimized by automatically

sweeping different sectors, a patient's heart rate variability, breathing and the

freehand motion of the transducer probe can pose some issues for accurate

combination.

Exemplary Results

Figs. 27 depict a comparison of image quality before and after overlap processing of

different sectors. Fig. 27(a) (left side of Fig. 27) depicts an example of a seven-

sector composite B-mode image of a subject's heart long axis view. A 20% sector

was scanned with a sector angle from 36 degree to -36 degree and with a -12

degree increment on Ultrasonix RP system with custom programmed software. A

total of seven sectors were acquired, each sector having 12 RF lines. Three lines

were cut for each sector since overlap exists between consecutive sectors. The total

line density of the full composite view was (12-3)*7M33. An equivalent B-mode

image of 100% one sector view is shown on Fig. 27(b) (right side) but at lower frame



rate (90Hz). All B-mode images were reconstructed using the Hubert transform on

the corresponding RF signals through Matlab function. Both images were acquired

from start-systole. The quality of the two images is nearly identical and there are no

clear transitions from sector to sector which validate the correct RF data acquisition

and successfully recombination from ECG gated method.

Figs. 28 show a comparison of a seven sector B-mode composite image of heart

longaxis view (Fig. 28(a)) with a 100% B-mode image without combination. The

benefits of Fig. 28(a), created using methods according to the present invention, are

clearly seen.

After successful combination of the seven sectors RF data through ECG gating, the

motion of the tissue was estimated off-line using an established classical speckle-

tracking method. This technique was based on detecting the small local

displacement of the tissue that occurs between tow consecutive frames. With the

current method, only axial displacements (along the axis of the transducer beam),

which coincided with the radial displacement in a long-axis view, were estimated. In

our algorithm, the time shifts in the backscattered signals were determined between

the two consecutive frames through cross-correlation of small sliding windows over

the entire RF-line. This technique allowed the detection of very small displacement

on the order of 0.1 um or less (correlation window of 6.9 mm, overlapping 80%).

Finally, the cine-loop of the axial displacement was generated at a frame rate 481 Hz

for the entire in vivo human cardiac cycle.



Obviously there are complex movements, torsional, sagittal, and horizontal

movements, especially during cardiac contraction. However, as shown by the

magnetic resonance tagging pattern, there are far fewer torsional, sagittal, and

horizontal movements in the IVS compared with those in the right ventricular anterior

wall, the left ventricle (LV) posterior wall, and the apex. Thus, our measurements

have been applied to the IVS to eliminate complexity of the three-dimensional

motions during the cardiac cycle. Figs. 29(a)-(l) depict a sequence of color-coded

axial displacements overlaid onto gray-scale B-mode images at different occurrence

times during systole on a human left ventricle. In the displacement images, positive

displacements (in red) denoted motion towards transducer whereas negative

displacement (in blue) motion away from the transducer. A wave, known as

electromechanical wave in red pointed by white arrows, was clearly seen traveling

from the lateral, anteior to septal walls in late diastole.

A "well-organized" heterogeneity in electromechanical coupling is thus a

characteristic feature and may be a prerequisite for normal performance of the

cardiac muscle.

In short axis view of the subject, another clear wave was also found propagating

counter clockwise from posterior to lateral wall during diastole phase as shown in

Figs. 30(a)-(l). The wave front is indicated by white arrows.

Additionally, in a long axis view of the subject, an electromechanical wave was found

propagating along the posterior wall in a human left-ventricle during systole.



Discussion

The first frame RF data and the first ECG data point are start at the same time as

describe in the previous session which could result in a maximum latency of 3.3ms

between the two data sets. This latency is determined by the maximum time interval

of ECG sampling rate and the RF frame rate. In the worst case the latency between

ECG and rf frames is min(1/ECGframe rate, 1/rf frame rate) since the first point of

ECG data and the first frame of rf data is forced to be aligned .

Where L- latency of first RF frame and first ECG data
rECG- ECG sampling rate, 300 points/second
rRF-RF frame rate, >360Hz
The ECG R wave peak position is detected by a matlab program where the corresponding RF
frame position is calculated by
Pr PrXroundCNrf/NEcc)
Where
Prf - the position of rf frame corresponding to ECG R wave peak
Pr - the ECG R wave peak position
Nrf -total number of rf frames.
N ECG -total number of ECG points.
round - the matlab function to get the closest integer of N ΓJ/NECG

From Figs. 29, it was seen that at the end of diastole, the contraction activation

sequence in the axial direction is from lateral, anterior to septal with a relatively slow

speed. This contraction pattern could be beneficial for left ventricle function,

because it will first initiate the acceleration of the blood in LV to move toward the

aorta exit from the ventricle chamber. High temporal resolution contrast

echocardiography, in which bubbles are tracked in time and space for creating

trajectories of blood in 2D, had confirmed this blood flow accelerates in the apex-to-

base direction, paralleling the apex-to-base direction of electromechanical activation.



A clear understanding of this type of ventricle mechanics and electromechanics is

very useful clinically. It is also expected that this type of contraction synchronization

would be the first to fail for heart failure diseases. This may be due to the fact that in

the heart systolic contraction is an electrically triggered active event whereas

diastole is a passive relaxation process.

Thus, in the above-described example, a method with a frame rate five times higher

than obtainable using a conventional ultrasound imaging system was obtained. An

ECG gating technique was applied for multi-sector recombination of RF signal to

generate a 100% full view of the B-mode images.

Exemplary Pseudocode for ECG and RF data acquisition from Sonix RP
system (Ultrasonix Medical Inc. Canada)

The following is exemplary pseudocode used in the above-described exemplary

implementation.

//main program
program starts

parameter initializing;
declare message map;

if (!connected_to_Sonix RP host)
connect_to_host;

endif
detect ECG connection;
create ECG acquisition thread;
while(Iexit) wait for user message;

program ends

// on catch message RUN_SCAN

retrieve scan parameter from panel;
if(!connected_to_host) error;
if(!ECG_running) error;



set scan parameter;
clear memory;
set_data_to_acquire(RF);

if(thread_scan exit)
terminate(thread_scan);

else
create_thread(thread_scan);

endif

//pseudo code for thread_scan

calculate total number of sectors;

for(i=starting_angle;i<stoping angle; angle_increment)
set sector angle;
post message starting scan
wait 2 s
post message stop scan

save ECG data in memory;
save RF data in memory;

endif

In a preliminary frame rate study conducted by the inventors, three conclusions were

drawn: (1) during systole, the minimum frame rate for reliable strain information is

approximately 250 fps. This is because the correlation coefficient surpasses 0.9,

when the SNRβ is high enough (above 10 dB) for best images. This agrees with

what various researchers have reported for cardiac RF speckle tracking, i.e., that the

optimal frame rate is within the range of 200-300. (2) during diastole (as the strain

rates during fast filling can be up to 2-3 times higher than during systole in humans),

the minimum frame rate is approximately 500 fps. The optimal frame rate is directly

proportional to the strain and strain rate amplitudes to be estimated. For fast filling,

the strain rate is 2-3 times higher, therefore, the optimal frame rate needs to be



accordingly adjusted; and (3) the Ultrasonix system can provide sufficiently high

correlation coefficients (p > 0.985), both for systolic and diastolic estimates. This

result thus indicates that high correlation in a human heart is possible and that the

most reliable strains are obtained at and beyond 250 fps for systole, and 500 fps for

diastole, respectively.

While this invention has been described with reference to one or more exemplary

embodiments thereof, it is not to be limited thereto and the appended claims are

intended to be construed to encompass not only the specific forms and variants of

the invention shown, but to further encompass such as may be devised by those

skilled in the art without departing from the true scope of the invention.



WHAT IS CLAIMED:

1. A method of generating high frame rate composite ultrasound frames,

comprising:

acquiring a series of ultrasound frames for each of N sectors over a duration of one

or more cardiac cycles;

substantially simultaneously acquiring an ECG signal for each cardiac cycle, wherein

each of said series of ultrasound frames for each sector is triggered or gated using

said ECG signal;

synchronizing the data for the sectors in time using the ECG signals;

combining the data from the various sectors to generate a series of composite

ultrasound frames at high frame rate; and

displaying at least one of said series of frames to a user.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the ultrasound frames comprise a 2D

ultrasound image.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the ultrasound frames comprise a 2D

ultrasound signal frame.

4 . The method of claim 1 wherein the ultrasound frames comprise a 3D

ultrasound image.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the ultrasound frames comprise a 3D

ultrasound signal frame.



6. The method of claim 1, further comprising estimating the displacements

between consecutive time frames for one or more windows of the composite

ultrasound frame.

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising estimating the propagation of

displacements in a waveform.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising estimating the direction of

propagation of a displacement wave.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising estimating the velocity of

propagation of a displacement wave.

10. The method of claim 7, wherein the displacement wave is an

electromechanical wave.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising estimating the direction of

propagation of the electromechanical wave.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising estimating the velocity of

propagation of the electromechanical wave.

13. The method of claim 7, wherein the displacement wave is an mechanical

wave such as from an arterial pulsation or a valve vibration.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising estimating the direction of

propagation of the mechanical wave.

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising estimating the velocity of

propagation of the mechanical wave.

16. The method of claim 6, further comprising applying a noise removal algorithm

to the estimated displacement.



17. The method of claim 16, further comprising accumulating displacements with

time so as to track motion for an entire cardiac cycle.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising deriving strains in the cardiac

muscle from the accumulated displacements.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising overlaying displacement or strain

data onto the composite images.

20. A method of imaging, comprising:

acquiring a series of 2D images for each of N sectors over a duration of one

or more cycles of a biological periodic signal;

substantially simultaneously acquiring the biologic periodic signal for each

cycle, wherein each of said series of 2D ultrasound images for each sector is

triggered using said biological periodic signal;

synchronizing the data for the sectors in time using the biological periodic

signal data;

combining the data from the various sectors to generate a series of composite

images; and

displaying at least one of said series of images to a user.

2 1. The method of claim 20, wherein all images are obtained within a single

breath-hold.

22. The method of claim 20, wherein each sector or group of sectors is obtained

at separate breath-holds.

23. A computer program product comprising a computer usable medium having

computer readable program code means embodied therein, the computer readable



program code means in said computer program product comprising means for

causing a computer to:

cause an ultrasound machine to acquire a series of 2D ultrasound images for

each of N sectors over a duration of one or more cardiac cycles;

substantially simultaneously cause an ECG acquisition device acquire an

ECG signal for each cardiac cycle, wherein each of said series of 2D ultrasound

images for each sector is triggered or gated using said ECG signal;

synchronize the data for the sectors in time using the ECG signals;

combine the data from the various sectors to generate a series of composite

ultrasound images; and

display at least one of said series of images to a user.

24. A computer program product comprising a computer usable medium having

computer readable program code means embodied therein, the computer readable .

program code means in said computer program product comprising means for

causing a computer to:

cause an image acquisition device to acquire a series of 2D images for each

of N sectors over a duration of one or more cycles of a biological periodic signal;

substantially simultaneously cause a signal acquisition device to acquire the

biologic periodic signal for each cycle, wherein each of said series of 2D ultrasound

images for each sector is triggered or gated using said biological periodic signal;

synchronize the data for the sectors in time using the biological periodic signal

data;



combine the data from the various sectors to generate a series of composite

images; and

display at least one of said series of images to a user.

25. An imaging system, comprising:

at least one computer;

at least one ultrasound machine in communication with the computer; and

a periodic signal acquisition device, in communication with the computer and

the ultrasound machine,

wherein in operation the computer causes the ultrasound machine to acquire

a series of 2D ultrasound images for each of N sectors of a field of view of an

anatomical object over a duration of one or more cycles of its motion;

and wherein the computer causes the periodic signal acquisition device to

substantially simultaneously acquire a periodic signal associated with the motion of

the anatomical object for each of the one or more cycles of its motion, wherein each

of said series of 2D ultrasound images for each sector is triggered or gated using

said periodic signal;

and wherein in operation the computer:

synchronizes the data for the various sectors using the periodic signal;

combines the data from the various sectors to generate a series of

composite ultrasound images;

processes the composite ultrasound images to calculate accumulated

displacement as a function of time for a defined region of the

anatomical object.



26. The system of claim 25, wherein the anatomical object is the mammalian

heart.

27. The system of claim 25, wherein the anatomical object is one of a mammalian

aorta, a ventricle, a blood vessel and a liver.

28. The system of claim 25, wherein the periodic signal associated with the

motion of the anatomical object is an ECG signal.

29. The system of claim 25, wherein said calculation of accumulated

displacement includes estimating the displacement between consecutive time

frames for one or more windows of the composite ultrasound image.

30. The system of claim 25, wherein said calculation of accumulated

displacement further comprises applying a noise removal algorithm to the estimated

displacement.

3 1. The system of claim 25, wherein in operation said computer further derives

strain in the cardiac muscle from the accumulated displacement.

32. The system of claim 3 1 , wherein in operation said computer further overlays

the displacement/strain data onto the composite images.

33. The method of claim 1, wherein said synchronizing the data for the sectors in

time includes leaving the systolic part of an ECG signal unchanged and interpolating

the the diastolic part of the ECG signal to the maximum length of all N ECG signals.

34. The method of claim 33, further comprising linearly interpolating the

corresponding 2D RF frames to the maximum length of the all sector RF frame

sequence.
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